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Orpheus Poetica contains two parts. The first is a brief introduction to my 
poetic theory. In it I discuss the poet's relationship to the reader, the use of form in 
poetry, how meaning is conveyed to the reader, the role of emotion and the 
Imagination, mythology, and, finally, beauty. I draw some general conclusions 
about my poetry and contemporary poetry. The second part is a collection of my 
poems. These poems represent the range of my work and, though the poems are 
not in chronolgical order, show to some extent my path of development. 
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Preface 
. 
The Reader 
The poet does not work in a vacuum; obviously, there is a finished product 
which is read-either by the poet or another person. I will be dealing exclusively 
with that other person. 
There are two types of readers: the first is the reader who just reads and does 
not wish to work very hard to grasp the meaning; the second is the reader who will 
work at a poem to grasp the meaning. The first reader desires for the poet to be clear 
and readibly understandable--these are not the type of readers who will read T.5. 
Eliot or Gerard Hopkins; rather, they will read Theodore Roethke or Edgar Allan 
Poe. I do not intend to suggest that Roethke or Poe are poets who do not write with 
meanings that can only be gained by work, but that they are poets whose surface 
meaning is clear immediately. The second type of reader is a person who will spend 
time reading the poem, ponder the allusions, metaphors and words-this is the type 
of person who would be more apt to enjoy Eliot or Hopkins; however, they by no 
means necessarily dislike Roethke or Poe because of the relative ease of compre-
hension. 
What makes a poem and, therefore, the poet difficult to understand? In the 
case of Eliot, allusions to uncommonly read materials makes access to the poem 
more difficult-it requires work. On the other hand, Hopkins, may be different for 
most readers because he condenses language, messes with syntax and through the 
language makes the poem difficult. Roethke and Poe, who are 
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retentionists, do not use such techniques as often. 
I fall into the category of Eliot and Hopkins; I readily admit that my poems are 
difficult and require work. Therefore, a reader can react to my poem in two ways. 
The first is that if the reader does not desire to work, he can read the poem for the 
sound, the beauty of the sound and images and come to a general sense of what the 
poem is talking about. The second way of reading my poem is to work at it--read it 
several times and contemplate. I think that the second type of reader will enjoy my 
poems more; however, the first reader, I think, can like and enjoy my poems simply 
for their sound--through sound the emotion can be realized. 
I must emphasize that though I would like to say that I do not write for the 
reader, the reader is important to the poem. My first inclination and desire is to 
capture the emotion of the poem successfully and comprehendingly; this 
comprehension and successfullness translates into my poems being difficult to grasp· 
-for I capture the emotion best by metaphors, language, syntax and compression. My 
striving for beauty in the poem is also of paramount importance, for a work of art, 
such as a poem, must be beautiful. Therefore, I can satisfy the first reader through 
beauty and the second through complexity and beauty. If a reader should not like 
my poem, however, I am not greatly concerned, for there is some reader out there 
that will enjoy the poem--even if it is just me. In other words, if I suggest that 
writing for the reader is not important, I am denying my own readership. 
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The Essence of Form 
As commonly known, poems originally were songs recited from memory. To 
help those ancient bards sing their poems, they depended upon rhyme, meter and 
alliteration. After poetry shifted from oral to written forms, the rhyme and meter 
were kept. These formal aspects of poetry became ingrained in the poetic tradition 
only to be challenged when Whitman made his appearance in the world. Today, 
poetry rarely preserves all formal elements for a variety of reasons. As you will 
notice in my own poetry, however, I am a formalist. 
The most constant criticism of past and current formalism is that rhyme and 
meter restrict thought and performance. Supposedly, only "free verse" can free the 
mind enough to allow the poem and poet to speak truthfully and whole-heartedly. 
This may have some truth in that poets who are overly concerned with getting their 
poems to rhyme and to fall into strict meter must necessarily restrict their thought. 
I think this explanation evades the point that if the poet cannot rhyme naturally, 
then that poet is really not a poet-I hold this view though I realize that it is 
currently unfashionable. 
My poems rhyme and have meter. The rhyme comes naturally; the words 
come from my thoughts and integrate themselves into the poem. The meter I do 
work with, for meter is very useful in emphasizing certain words. For example, in 
"Ulysses" the first line is "0 time has veiled desire in plagued waves of blue," (A). 
Now compare that line to how the line could have been, "0 time veiled desire in 
plagued waves of blue," (B). Notice how the meter in the A emphasizes the word 
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"plagued." Whereas, in B "plagued" is unemphasized. So what? you ask. The 
following lines of the stanza in canto I are eleven syllables in length; however, A 
has twelve syllables. In other words, the line is literally "plagued." Only with a 
regular meter could I have created this effect. In "free verse," the non-regularly 
metered lines cannot allow for this emphasis, and if in "free verse" the word 
"plagued" was placed on a line by itself, the word could not literally be "plagued." 
The above discussion calls into account a variance of mine from most English 
writing poets. I do not use typical metering--iambic, dactyl, spondee etc. Rather, I 
use a syllabic metering pattern-I count the syllables. Of course, the lines tend to 
naturally fall into iambic. I write using syllabic meters because with it I can 
incorporate what I see as positive elements in "free verse" and formal verse. In 
"free verse," there is that which is more spontaneous and a seemingly greater 
concern with the subject matter of the poem. That is what I seek in my own poetry 
--spontaniety and concern with the subject. But I also want my poems to be 
beautiful-for poetry is a piece of art. Though they are considered old fashioned, I 
use the formal elements of rhyme and meter. 
A word on rhyme. There are, of course, two types of rhyme (other than 
masculine or feminine): near-rhyme and perfect rhyme. Perfect rhyme is that 
which we are all familiar with. A couple of examples of a near rhyme would be 
"would" and "mood" or "doom" and "moon." The real advantage of near-rhyme is 
in a poem of perfect rhymes. For example, in 'The rusty red leaves race and 
scream," the last stanza contains this near-rhyme: "Warping their suiting tones 
around the orb ... /Fa1ling from the fragmented halo's chord". There is a 
discontinuity within the subject matter, and the rhyme helps to enhance this effect. 
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In the midst of so much "free verse," I often feel that I stand alone with my 
formalist methods. I am not a reactionary to opposing "free verse;" I tried writing it, 
and I hated it. Simply put, I use formal elements because I think that those 
elements make the poem more beautiful; not only am I working with images and 
language with which I attempt to create beauty, but I also use the rhyme and meter. 
Also, as I have shown above, rhyme and meter can be used to enhance the meaning 
of the poem. In my practice, I find that the arguments that rhyme and meter restrict 
the writer are false. 
p 
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Elasticity of Meaning 
In poetry, one has to deal with the concept of meaning. What is meaning? 
Meaning is what is intended or expressed. For example, a poem is written around a 
concept (a more specific explanation of the concept of poetry will be discussed later); 
through the poem, the poet attempts to define and to relay his attitude toward that 
concept. A clear line of demarcation must be recognized with the intended and 
expressed aspects of meaning: what is intended is not necessarily expressed and vice 
versa. Therefore, we have an elasticity of meaning. The skill of the poet will 
determine if the intended meaning is expressed. Of course, we must not rule out 
that the skill and sensitivity of the reader are necessary elements to grasping the 
meaning. 
How is meaning delivered in poetry? Metaphors, similes, symbolism, 
imagery (often labeled figurative language) and language are the modes of delivery. 
The easiest aspect for discussion from above to deal with will be language. There are 
three things a poet can do with language (and figurative language): expansion, 
retention and compression. Expansion is the use of a word (or phrase) without 
intending to use its full meaning. However, expansion is unviable as a technique 
since any word appearing on the page may be understood in its entire meaning or 
any part of it which the poet is not intending. I consider Walt Whitman an 
occasional expansionist. Retention is using a word with a single meaning--no extra 
connotations or denotations intended. For example, when I use the word "cup" in a 
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retentive form, I mean a drinking glass--not the measurement. Or vice versa--but 
never both denotations at the same time; Theodore Roethke is a retentionist. 
Compression, on the other hand, is the attempt to give multiple meanings in as few 
words, images, etc. at possible. A subtle but effective example could be the word 
"holy." The obvious intended meaning is that which is appropriate for reverence. 
However, the poet could also intend the homophone "wholly"--meaning entirely. 
Thus, the poet could achieve multiple meanings. Another example could come 
from my poem "Iris." "Iris" in this poem has three meanings--the semi-goddess of 
the rainbow and keeper of oaths, the flower and the part of the eyeball. Hart Crane 
and Gerard Hopkins are compressionists. Both retention and compression are 
viable methods of delivering meaning. 
What makes meaning elastic? Remember, the poem is expressing a concept, 
and the concept is delivered with figurative language and language. Using the 
concept of "love," I will demonstrate how meaning is elastic. First, "love" by itself is 
a vague word with varied definitions; however, if I say "romantic love" or "Platonic 
love" I have narrowed the definition slightly--it is less elastic, less open to variable 
definitions. To further enhance the poem based on the concept of "romantic love," 
the poet uses figurative language (the cliche "rose") and language. The use of these 
modes of delivery makes the meaning--expressed--less elastic. Two things can 
happen to the poem/concept. First, too much compression makes the meaning 
inelastic; hence, the meaning is never expressed. Second, not enough retention or 
compression makes the meaning too elastic; therefore, the meaning is never clearly 
,... 
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expressed. 
Perhaps it will be easier to understand the concept by thinking of a rubber 
band. "Love" is a very elastic rubber band; "romantic love" is slightly less elastic. 
Too much compression makes the rubber band inelastic; hence, the rubber band 
breaks on stretching. Not enough retention or compression leaves the rubber band 
too elastic; therefore, the rubber band is too loose to hold a deck of cards properly. 
The poet's objective is to enchance the meaning of the poem (the concept) to 
the maximum possible (for reasons to be explained later) without making the poem 
too inelastic or too elastic. Ultimately, the amount of compression or the use of 
retention before the rubber band breaks or is useful depends upon the skill of the 
poet. 
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Emotion and Imagination 
Before beginning the following discussion on emotion and the Imagination, I 
must emphasize that though emotion is the significant basis for poetry, expressing 
the meaning of a poem is important also. Emotion is the concept of the poem 
mentioned above. In emotion's excited and original state, it calls for being made 
tangible, and the Imagination does this--by bringing form and order to the chaos of 
the emotion--setting the emotion upon the page for access by writer and reader. 
When I use the word Imagination, I mean the creative process as a whole--which 
encompasses to a large degree the traditional understanding of imagination. 
What is emotion? Emotion is an instinctual movement of the mind. 
Emotion is not learned; it is not cognitive; it comes with being human. By 
movement, I mean to suggest that there is a process that occurs in the mind that we 
label an emotion, and a certain series of events or even a single event-of the 
external world--sets that emotion into action; hence, no emotion can exist alone in 
the mind apart from the outside world. In other words, we do not control our 
emotions; they are instinctual active parts of the mind that we, as human beings, 
have decided to label. I do not use movement without some basis, however. 
"Emotion" comes from the French word esmovoir--meaning movement. 
Let us use the emotion of love. By itself, the emotion is inaccesible and 
chaotic. Some people, perhaps, already disagree. For can we not pinpoint where our 
emotion of love is active towards? Yes. However, it is the Imagination that allows 
us to pinpoint that object. The Imagination creates scenarios or attempts to 
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comprehend another's feelings--the Imagination attempts to make the emotion 
familiar to us--into something tangible, to ground the emotion into memory. 
When I am attracted to someone, I dream of being with her or of what she is 
thinking of me. Only after my Imagination has done so am I able to pinpoint where 
my attraction is directed. 
In relation to the poem, the Imagination ignites metaphors, similes, symbols 
and images into patterns and a form. Upon reading the poem, the emotion is once 
again set into motion; therefore, the poet wishes to maximize the meaning of the 
poem so as to deliver the emotion time and again. However, the poet is never able 
to achieve this; the emotion always returns less intense. This occurs because of the 
inadequacy of language and man. 
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Mythology 
Poets often incorporate mythology in their poems. The Odyssey is a 
mythological poem, but myths can come from outside the traditional ideas of 
mythology. I would consider Coronado's journey in the Southwest as a historical 
fact that has taken on mythological proportions and is, therefore, as suitable as the 
Greek myths for use in a poem. In modem times, mythology has been used in 
poems not to express as true religious beliefs but as metaphors and allusions. 
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I particularly like using mythological devices. The poems "Icarus" and 
"Ulysses" are written using the respective myths as frameworks; other poems make 
references to the myths directly. What purpose is served by using mythology? 
Many students are taught rudimentary knowledge of Greek and Roman 
mythology--usually the gods and their tales; therefore, I know people can respond to 
the use of these myths. Also, my reading and learning of the Greek and Roman 
myths have contributed to my fondness for their use--I know I can use them in a 
poem effectively for my wishes. Finally, if we believe Carl Jung, we can say that by 
using the myths we actually tap into the sub-conscious workings and the archetypes 
which mythology seems to be so ingrained in. 
In "Icarus," I have attempted to incorporate the myth for my own advantages. 
Most people would recognize the name Icarus as being the boy who flew to close to 
the sun, causing his wings to melt and plummeting to his death. My own subject 
matter is slightly different, or, rather, the myth is given slightly more meaning for 
my purposes than it has in today's society. In other words, I can twist the myth to 
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fulfill my purposes while maintaining the recogntion factor of the myth. What this 
twisting does is to provide a framework for the poem, for the subject matter. 
Allusions and references to the myths can fection much the same way; 
however, these allusions often attempt to compress the necessary material of the 
myth into a line or even a word. The reader come across the word "Daphne," the 
intended result is to stir in the mind the tale of Daphne fleeing from Apollo's love 
and only escaping by being turned into a tree. This one word is compressed, but it is 
compressed even more should the author have added a different subject matter. 
the myth is really quite useful to the poet--myths provide frameworks and 
compression or retention. "Ulysses" is constructed around the myth of Ulysses 
found in The Odyssey--with obvious manipulations. By using the myth, I was able 
to build upon my subject matter and better obtain the final result of emotion and 
beauty that I was seeking. Myths are a part of our culture--but the myth still exists 
whether it be in a sub-conscious as an archetype as Jung suggests or the general 
formation and formulae of our society, culture and civilization. 
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What is Beauty? 
The subject of beauty in poetry has always been a "hot" topic; it is also a very 
important topic. The question of what is beauty arrives from the fact that poetry is 
an art, and, also, from the fact that no two people can agree consistently on what 
compromises beauty and how that beauty comes about. Out of necessity, I will have 
restrict my comments on beauty as it pertains to poetry, for beauty crosses genre 
boundaries and, in and of itself, is a full and complex subject. 
Poetry uses that wonderful medium of language; through the language of a 
poem the reader is given the tone, subject, images, sounds, tastes, touch and smells 
that the poet desires to incorporate into the poem. Therefore, the beauty of a poem 
must stem from the root-levels from language. 
Is it the images or use of senses that bring about beauty? I think not. Poetry 
has treated the subject of war which cannot be assumed to be a pleasant or beautiful 
subject. Hence, can a poem be said to be beautiful through its images? Yes and no. 
Some images that we find in poetry are naturally beautiful, but, once again, other 
images (war) are not. Also, beauty is found in truth, and what "the Imagination 
seizes upon as Beauty is truth." Thank you John Keats. Hence, we must look 
someplace else for the beauty of a poem. Necessarily, we once again turn to 
language. 
Looking at individual words, we can often claim one to be a more beautiful 
word than another. For example, I have always considered the word "spigot" an 
ugly word--it is a word full of hard, strong consonants (sp, g, t) untempered by 
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vowels (the "i" and "0" are too short to compensate for the "sp", "g" and "t"). For 
theory's sake, lengthen the "i" and "0" to proportions that normal conversation 
would not allow ([spiigootD. 1 think that you can sense that the word is more 
aesthetically pleasing once one has extended the vowels. The unfortunate problem 
with looking at words singularly is that they can sound much different within the 
context of other words--for that is how we speak. 
Using an example from one of my own poems, 1 will show that some words 
written in a phrase sound better than other words that could have been put there. 
From "Iris": "So that 1 may be ambuscaded in your trance." The word "ambuscaded" 
means "ambushed." "So that 1 may be ambushed in your trance," simply does not 
sound as "beautiful" as the line before. Why? One reason is the melody of the line. 
Ambuscaded provides the necessary rhythm and "natural" feel that the words 
should have together--ambushed does not achieve the same result. Another reason 
is that there is not a proper balance between harsh and smooth consonants. Within 
the context of the line, there needs to be a balance between the harsh t's; once again 
ambushed does not offset the t's like ambuscaded does. Therefore, as shown above 
the combination of words is inherently important to the sound and ultimate beauty 
of the phrase or line. Here 1 must point out, however, that there is a place for 
dissonance in poetry as there is in music. 
I'll see if 1 can illustrate my point further by comparing two poems that center 
around the same subject material--war. Wilfred Owen's "Dulce et Decorum est" 
and E. E. Cummings "I sing of Olaf" are both poems about war, granted both poems 
r 
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touch on a different (but ugly) facet of war. My contention is that Owen's poem is 
more beautiful than Cummings's. From "Dulce et Decorum est": "In all my 
dreams, before my helpless sight'/He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning." 
This image is not beautiful, but the lines are. First, the words flow together into a 
wonderful melody. The final three "ing's" tone down the harshness of the words. 
From "I sing of Olaf": "anent the muddy toiletbowl,/while kindred intellects evoke" 
does not have the same musicality Owen's lines. The second line has too few long 
vowels to tone down the harsh consonants. Both poems, continue along the lines 
that I quoted above, and with that knowledge, we can conclude that Owen's poem is 
more beautiful. 
Two arguments are bound to come from the above statements. First, if war is 
ugly, then should not the poetry be ugly. I think that this ignores the precept that 
poetry is art and should attempt to be beautiful. Also, one could consider Owen's 
poem more effective in that the irony of war being presented as beautiful is 
horrifying in and of itself: the art of making beauty out of ugliness. Finally, Owen's 
shows more skill in his ability to create a beautiful object. The second argument is, 
why should the poet attempt to be beautiful. Once again, poetry is an art and should 
attempt to be beautiful. Also, as John Keats asserts, "Beauty is truth, truth beauty." 
p 
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(Iky) 
18 
Upon Morning 
Marvelous sounds-absent in death--
Echoing of spring-it's a choir's song 
Chiming in splendid harmony--
It's the bird's antiphonal breath 
Rocking, rocking; rocking me along 
On this easing azure sea. 
What uncanny cosmic wings wheel 
Starved mind from the hourglass? 
Freeing the manacles of my brain 
Which trapped me in a shaded deal 
Known in the ninth fortress: 
A traitor to my own stolid gain. 
Sharp barnacles themselves dulled 
By the entrancing, prancing birds, 
Listen-hear Heaven sift her wake 
Harmonies pouring, leaping, rolled 
Off their tongues as our cleft herds 
Challenge the tempest--timbres shake 
A parting unison (the birds flew 
Long ago)--a bride's bouquet lofted high, 
Two brother's glowstick gems carted 
To Heaven, paving a clear way through 
Rice and clouds ... escaping the mortal eye, 
Reaching the pale moon ... then martyred:--
Somewhere, somewhere wedding bells ring 
Somewhere, some sexton bird is king 
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Three Part Dissonance 
• A d'eIlmer Ii"". {o,eve" 
And a toiler dies in a dJzy. 
-Jolt" Boyle O'Reilly 
Where is that bleak haggard beggar 
Who wanders endless catacombs, 
Sprawled as tombs-he's the peerer 
Into these, these forgotten wombs 
I 
From which steel and glass sepulchres 
Are born, rising from the sordid 
Canopy fog to the showers 
Of cosmic mists, forever hid--
He will dream of robins: angels: 
Enchanters of the soul, whose den 
Dwells among the halls and angles 
Of another age-a dark lane 
That spirit must fly; only that king 
Of the skies can challenge congealed air, 
Battling with its rhythmic laced wings 
Like they were ill-fitting shoes--Beggar! 
From your abode, relish 
Drunkenness with musical eyes; 
So you may sail against foolish 
Toil and ride as your phantom flies 
Against consuming tumultuous 
Misery--may you hear the skies quake 
Their applause-sleep, sleep, with an anxious 
Heart and soul, straddle your usher's back; 
Capture your temporal vision 
And prepare for the conversion ... 
19 
i. 
20 
Every where in time--that dense 
Substance-wearied workers stalk 
The corridors of muses plotting 
n 
A pale, pale destiny-they will hock 
Workers' souls for that essence 
Which you send perilously floating. 
But-under a dull cradling parapet 
Sleeps the beggar-bleak 
And haggard from his dream, 
Noble eyes wake as a streak 
Of lightning bolts-oh derelict 
Of city's rails--a lost stream, 
Seek your hiding among toxic ale:--
But then--the vulture dives, 
Grasps your soul (for you are bound) 
Your tears fall--bubbling like hives 
Abounding like colliding hail 
Filling the street's underground 
-Tears, tools for a poet's rhyme, 
Tears! tears! see the inviolate dawn 
Tears! tears ... clasp that hounding sun 
Wear it as your jewelled gown 
While the robin sings a mime; 
Mute but to the enchanted bum ... 
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The mime dances off of leaves and twigs, 
Resounding throughout the patulous 
Niches of a virginal woodland, 
Dissolving into leaden air; 
Yet-it was but an aerial wig 
Now cropped, but yet, a stimulus 
To escape to the blessed island 
--Then the mime bursts in one more flare. 
O'shimmering sun so bold 
Here, out on slopes of eternity, 
And yonder sleeps a weary beggar 
On sweet morning dew so cold, 
Humming his fugitive phantasy 
Of gold. 
The daystar rises higher, 
Eclipsing this branded world 
Awakening that desitute 
Haggard beggar, 
Lost are the dreams, 
As if the guardian's cord 
Or the redwood's redeeming root 
Had been cut by the vulture's teams: 
Those sobering meek eyes gaze out 
Into this lost new enclave, 
Out and onto the fetid carcass 
Of the vulture, with a hoarse shout 
Many apostate vultures crave 
Its meat. 
But, behold, from that dead mass 
Arises a robin, the enchanter. 
As Luna storms the shaded skies 
So does this spirit, eloping 
Where the solemn ethereal stars gather 
To evade stranded human eyes; 
21 
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Vision come true, ride those sloping 
Upward hills into the vast plains 
Where poets seek staying idol love: 
Ignore the clotting tempest rains 
Which would drown the naked visionary:--
As the sun smiles upon the prairie 
And the robin meets heaven above 
The beggar wanders back to sleep, 
His visions, his life, his to keep 
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The wind twirls, swirls around the stormy 
The wind twirls, swirls around the stormy 
Heart, rising in fabulous destructive squalls 
That batters and shatters the ship of dreams and emotions 
Flinging the naked souls of men and their calls 
For peace out into the vast intrepid sea 
Seeking the bitter salty illusive revelations 
That reject their staying the swooning moon 
And the climbing sun; the men cry 
For land, for the long lonely lane 
Rather than the constant mishap sky 
And sea-they dabble with their doom 
Leaving fate for the dead gods to claim 
23 
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Caught in the entrails of seasons 
Caught in the entrails of seasons 
Birds flock the fabric skies 
And leaves leave their creators 
With silent, bitter cries:--
Heralds of winter's breath: Heaven's 
Morbid feet upon earth's shores 
Standard bearers we are, and we stand--
Stand by-as gargoyles in the night 
Watching, waiting for the birthing sun 
As the meteored moon takes flight 
Sweeping across the vast desert land 
Of teared faces, monoliths--then we are none. 
From her throne Diana's breath 
Trembles the leaves from the mother; 
Dancing between our ears 
Crowding the streets, as a brother 
Crowds toy soldiers to their death--
(And a star blinks our fears) 
Languishing in the tacit drifting stream 
Of tears, caught in the spokes of wheels, 
Trapped by mother'S forever passage 
Trampled by detached wailing heels; 
The fallen (yet to fall) sing of a dream 
That the heels will trace their doomed dark age 
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II 
(aun) 
Orpheus Poe/ica 
Homage to the Sun 
The gangrenous winter which clouds 
The sun, halts the chariot 
Of gold, lost in ozone shrouds; 
Light hanging like Iscariot 
On the eternal strings of night 
Crowning the vagrant's blind fright.--
Hooves of harmonic thunder echo 
About our heads, dazzling the moon 
Which tramples the icy star's glow 
Into an elevated doom 
Our encumbered souls laced with wreaths 
Of phenol wander as silent thieves 
Scanning the ravaged plain, 
Waiting for sweet spring 
On a robotic train-
Which never beats the bell's ring--
Our spring: a crazed dog frothing 
At the mouth--coughing 
With the flu, riding a hearse 
About the stale empire 
Of the human universe; 
Wrapped in tendrils of fire--
Spring: give us a star to toss 
To repair our timeless loss 
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Iris 
Joyed by the enclasping hands of seraphs 
Who rhapsodize the birthing consummate rainbow 
Before the city's metallic amber skies, 
Iris unveils herself to the astral nymphs 
And peers into the absonant fathoms to sow 
Wind and air with pluvious prophecies. 
Blossoming gatherer of the daystar, 
Take in this passionate ardor, and dole 
That prismatic vow in welcoming elegance; 
Let me gaze into those stars without bar, 
Into that inner sanctum of the soul, 
So that I may be ambuscaded in your trance. 
Pigmented reflectors guide my transit 
Through afflictions sick with jaded fury 
Across the River into your higher domain, 
There to remain in the essence of violet . 
Who makes gods cringe with fear of perjury. 
Your contract, the steadfast arch portrayed in rain. 
My cryptic hopes land on your falls which lift, 
Rocket skyward onto leaping standards, 
Allowing them to dissolve into your being--
Desire shouldered on an ageless language rift 
Creates many sought perilling hazards, 
For which the sunbow is all redeeming. 
Charmed by your resplendent iridescence 
And ferried afar by your perfumed sigh 
The scattered dandelions vanish in memory, 
In light of Iris and her assurance--
All is retained in present by your lullaby, 
Your refrain that is endless and free. 
Orpheus Poe/ica 
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Orpheus Poetica 
Sacristy 
Your children fly from the sanctum womb of your soul 
My sea gull-you, them, my rose, canaan and ballast; 
Flying free into that climactic vague blue shawl, 
To your, their, parting I empty my flask. 
Desire to bear to hear more from the loins of thought 
Into the mouth, channel, sacroliac of sky-
Their sublime charged wings slipping beating clear through soot 
Grime, Time-to praise your destiny and cry--
In your mastery, the joining of sensual 
Psychical and mystical, of raising the moon 
To the sea, a resonating intangible 
Tangible image, junctioned as bride groom. 
But the wavering antiseptic sun hides from 
You and I; ever throbbing, ever pulsating, 
Ever echoing about the intestine's dome 
Of mere flesh; missing but a one bobbin: 
And wishful love by the eternity sea laps 
The accrued aeon beach peripherally, (lost 
From the gull's temporary sight), overtly shapes 
The covert dunes of muses-"Where's the coast?" 
An ardent irenic dirge will parley a fence 
Crowning the gull's aspiring ether domain, 
Before, perhaps, some fluid-soaked ignited flints 
Will condense the sun, sea and offspring to rain 
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Seeing winter's sky in summer 
Seeing winter's sky in summer 
Garnish your soft lucent lips 
Splashes memory's gem drummer, 
A sprectral philtre in granite grips. 
Your hand searched-touched space, 
Casting ebullient endearments, 
Graced the fringes of my face, 
Which plain I harness as vestments. 
Your regal carbon spirit spreads, 
Caressed the enveloped mind--
Candent vise in emotion beds 
Flakes a diamond from the grind: 
Paramount permanence won 
Completing the photomural, 
It will splinter as shells from a gun-
Fetal pills embedded plural. 
When you are an heirloom ghost 
Diaphonous jewels in the vulcan heart, 
Life in me as the Heavenly Host 
More concrete than art 
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Icarus 
The death by water waves lag endlessly 
On the shore, lashing the sands fervently, 
As if in revenge for Icarus 
Who lofted high into brief ecstasy 
And beat gravity for pain's redress. 
Praising chromed youth and envied rebel bent 
The goliath moon saw his quick descent; 
A shattered arc of streaming colours: 
A rivulet of life--an encroachment 
Of stout destiny's hollow bowers. 
His stark joy ravaged upon the prostrate 
Of mellifluous billows, now cognate 
And adorned with his rich robust blood-
A typhoon flees a rubied vintage gate 
But to drown in its own cosmic flood--
Breathless, he clung to his freeing rapture 
Even as Trojan wings melt in stature. 
He was doomed in his hyacinth years, 
Never will he surrender his capture 
Of the sun, his totem in our ears. 
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Apex of Grey 
"I believe 1 Iuz"" ."l!I1dy ,."".,ked . . ./"",,'s cIose resemblance 10 10,lure . .. 
No matter how much two 10T1e7'S are taken with each other, abounding in mutual desires, 
One of lhe lwo will .ITJXJYs be calmer, less enl,anced lluzn lhe olher. He, 0' she, is lhe lortu,er--lhe other . . . Ihe 
victim . .. 
-Charles Baudelaire 
I 
The emerald dome reflects the journey 
Across a sea of grazed partitioned land; 
A caesura trailed with my salty tears--
The coded sable asphalt reads the plea 
For supernal junction, vague in my hand. 
This perhaps chronic breach coerces fears 
While the mocking stars hind in the blue brine, 
For they have each other, and their laughter, 
Yet-a soul divided by carnal line 
Cries helplessly to the cosmic banter 
n 
The gold-orange blossom slowly wanes from a 
Beleaguered day, shouldering cloud twilight 
Absolving the pavement from contrition, 
As my mind perils in apex of grey 
Your whisper swiftly lingers on my sight, 
I weep for a pantheon of fusion 
Molded in aged Grecian empyrean, 
I call to my prodigal and my cry 
Unwrapping my heart for her to lie in-
But the highways offer only a sigh 
m 
I dip into the oblivion of 
My mind, enhancing the caged midnight gloam, 
Wandering about the ash terraces 
Hunting for altered Daphne's frightened grove--
(How much longer shall I roam shall I roam?) 
Primordial distance of genesis, 
That tyrant of flesh and psyche breachment, 
Smites us with imperfect humanity 
Begging us to reach, scale that firmament, 
Dares to tempt us with hopes of unity 
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IV 
Shall the relieving morning ever rise 
Enthralling me in her most welcome gaze 
Upon the dark soil and steel and seas? 
Will my prodigal be before my eyes 
Or fleeing away to the eastern haze? 
(Will memories leave only memories?) 
Come holy light!-shed your embargo cloak 
Cascade upon my hills and starve my briars, 
End this dull grey and with the spectrum soak 
Ecstasies which are toil, slay the stars ... 
Orpheus Poetica 
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Orpheus Poelica 
Stargazers 
For Tammi Roach 
If you gaze into the stars, they weep 
Their florid tears on the inviting soil 
Of my eyes, which gratefully drink and keep 
The dreams of passion bound as coil. 
Instilled in those stargazer petals 
lie symbols of ruby and ivory; 
Which is the smile of the sun's kettles 
Warming and vitalizing starry 
Phantasies which soar to pure platinum?--
Cast the spindrift gaze to the halcyon stars 
Who whisper stalling merriments and hum 
Rich ecstasy in crescendo bars. 
o clouds!-do not intercede-do not 
Fog my vision, let us look on Heaven 
So I may peacefully sleep on the cot 
Of labors and see ardor leaven 
To an Olympic height-can I break the shroud 
Of runes, fears and awe: to make the stars proud? 
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To --
Another Saturday night 
Behold, it's night!--the night which thou adore! 
Though I cannot see the stars, I can feel 
Them on my breast, implanted as thy seal; 
Implanted on that which is my warm core, 
But-dost thou cherish this eidectic eve, 
Or am I but a passing trite suitor 
Who dost lack thy noble bold wings that soar 
To that sacred night, leaving me to grieve:--
Prithee--some common notion wilt thou give 
To my longing passion, longing for more, 
Or else, I shall be lost in thy night's seive, 
Yet, I do not blame thee for my own sore, 
No, thou art a queen, but be evincive; 
I pray for night. Prithee, open thy door 
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Marble boulevards line our palace 
Marble boulevards line our palace 
Gleaming brilliance on our face 
As amorous snow gasps and clings 
To the crystalline lethargic wings 
Of erotic tree limbs; which cater 
To our own mind's creator. 
"But," she says, "I I-love you so:' 
Now she's gone in the frosty glow. 
--When Scarlet looked upon Romeo, 
Did she see the immortal sands 
Of a desolate land?--where we meet 
The mirage of our sculpting hands. 
Frolicking Halley's darts 
About astrologers' charts: 
Which ignore the timelessness 
Of lactose love's naive kiss: 
Or Cupidean misery's lonely 
Arrow that strikes one (only one) wholly. 
Astarte grants beauty-Troy's slow destruction 
As Othello weeps at his own construction 
--When Rhett looked upon Juliet, 
Did he see the casket ground 
Of our straying crown?-where we seek 
The chiming heart's recluse sound;-
Stained ivory of a slain beast 
Pierces our breasts, as a fleet 
Storms the cove-cramming dynasties 
Down the narrow passage entries; 
Yet-those who don't seek, but find 
Are the troubled meek and blind 
-Did destiny launch bitter stories, 
Or timeless chilvaric meetings of love, 
Wrapped in the secluded forest 
Of a lofty single dove 
.. 
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Views Through a Window 
"But man is not made for defeat . ... A man can be defeated but not destroyed." 
-Ernest nemingwRY 
I 
Kaleidoscope 
"An answer is always a form of death. " 
-John Fowle. 
Laying in the night, eternal night 
Which envelops the soul and shifts 
The masks we cling to with delight 
As our oars seek the ebony cliffs 
The breeze encapsulates the mind 
And unweaves the tight skull's flora 
(Quick! perceive the retroactive bind) 
Like the moon and its grotesque aura 
Penetrated by the meteor's arc 
Piercing heaven's thick mists. . .Hark! 
And down came the rain. 
And down came the rain. 
I drape my frigid skin with a quilt 
Which warms and absorbs me like the gentle tones 
Of caressing music flowing like silt 
Over my dreary pondering pale loins 
Frail and sickly I lay in the breath 
Of Pluto's stale night, searching for life 
Seeking the immortal's lot and death 
And my wandering mind is full 
Of the pillars of Zeus and strife 
Dreamily I sleep, a dead dull 
And down came the rain. 
And down came the rain. 
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My eyes flutter half-open to see my 
Curtain batter itself against the frame 
Of the window and the rampaging lie 
Of the breeze, pounding, pounding itself maim 
The curtain unfurls to the night 
And the cricket's mating song enters 
My room, my mind, oh where, oh where, 
Oh where, is his mate, his long delight 
Where is his meaning, those sharp splinters 
Which keep him alive, where is his lady fair? 
And down came the rain. 
And down came the rain. 
Oh harlequin night (soul) kiss 
My clover of dreams, feed them some 
Hemlock, and have Socrates in bliss 
Rip my seams, make me dumb 
The door is without a key 
The key is without a bolt 
As Yeats's gyre truly 
Spins and man is spoilt 
Lovers of the night, the Reaper 
Enter here and find the sleeper 
And down came the rain. 
The cool breeze fingers flows over me, 
My skin, I shiver as does the curtain 
Which captures the resonating tree 
Deflecting the soft sprinkling rain 
Into my window, my chancy body-
The cricket chirps, the cricket cries 
And the dreary night frees her spies 
. . .and washed the spider out 
.. . and washed 
the 
spider 
out. 
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Stained Glass 
"Lean too much upon tM approval of people, and it becomes a bed of thorns." 
-T'''yi H.i,,, 
Fleeing through the passages 
Of swirling winds and sages 
Brimming with ivory fires 
On travelling spinning tires 
The world splits and heaven falls-
An onrushing mocked tide tells 
All, as the draperies of time 
Unfurl, a blatant scalding crime 
Of humanity, who worms through 
The cesspool of grass and dapt dew 
Lining the mother's seeded crust 
And her ravaged bodies now dust 
Hear the purring red tempest calling 
As the ethereal skies come falling 
Hear the beating wind 
Howling through the mind 
Around frail ears, tears 
Whispering the fears:--
Listening, straining for 
A sound, some timeless lore 
Or maybe, the sky 
Falling like black dye 
Hear the purring red tempest calling 
As the ethereal skies come falling 
Echoing above the gust's scream 
Hearing .. .it is a frightful dream 
The curtain hears the whispered call 
Hear the purring red. 
As the ethereal. . . 
OrphsU§ Pgetica 
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But the strong heart begins to stall 
Bleeding with pained asperity 
As ravens of morning's doom flee 
.. . tempest calling 
.. . skies come falling 
Utter quiet in the heart 
Once again failing to start 
Hearing the breathless commands 
The placid tidal demands 
Hear the purring red tempest calling 
As the ethereal skies come falling 
m 
Igneous 
"Amen",,"s . .. aT< fOm>er _ching for Z""" in forms it neuer takes, in places it "m neTIer be. 
lt must """" something to do with the vanished frontier." 
-Kllrt Vo,,".pt, Jr. 
The four-leafed clovers spread 
Their petalled hearts wide to the sun. 
Their veins hail the triumphant . 
Swaying moon and then collapse in the tidal flood 
Of eternity; fearing a hot bitterness the petals run 
Into the brazen arctic wind. 
The discordant trumpet 
Announces Helen's entrance for all 
Men who seek dying beauty 
And charm, for those are her ways--the MALL 
Caters to those who aren't of Helen's divine destiny 
(COSMETICS, REGALIA, PLASTIC SURGERy) 
LOVE CONNECTION pairs couples in perjury 
Of the mocking heart, who guides 
Those fool romantics to doom. 
Their visions of love but slides 
Of the still movie frames. 
Groom 
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Meets bride at idyll twelve in the halls of mystic 
Glory, trampled by the raging revolutions 
Like blind clovers in the fields of the artistic 
Landscape caught in the virginal consummations 
Of opposal wretched schemes, 
On tame typhoons. 
Bachelor leans 
On the door, his breast quivering. 
His lady love is across the floor, 
Evading his eyes, unknowing 
He has opened love's genuine door. 
He drapes his arctic self in the reheated cloak 
Of loneliness-biting his rabid zeal 
To silence. At the stroke 
Of ten the clock peals; 
Its echo rising on mists to eternity, 
Searing passion crushed with wedging oblivious 
Kindness-the arching tree, 
A pliant metal, groans. The shattered nucleus 
Of the cardinal cherry is without pith (substance) 
The groom, bride, bachelor, clover in loneliness 
IV 
Opaque Crystal 
'Show me a hero and I will write you a tragedy." 
-F. Scott Fitzgerald 
Thoughtful eyes gaze to the skies, 
Crystalline and brash and brawny, 
Seeking stars locked in perennial orbit, 
And he hears the phantom'S lies, 
Hissing shadows of agony, 
Then he dreams of the ancient epic poet 
Orpheus Poelica 
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Who wrote of the hero and his bride. 
The tale weaves mythically in the boy's brain; 
Like the mystic street lamps colliding with the moon. 
Boy-mount your sturdy-white steed and ride 
Forget those starless leaden nights of rain, 
Rather, hear Orion's hail and the dragon's doom. 
The luminous cycloptic bulb 
Of every living bed chamber 
Broadcasts its fragrant fool's gold to the callow boy 
(For Superman is never dull) 
Go now son, dream of much glamor 
As noble Paris dies beyond the walls of Troy. 
And in your dream the day arrives; 
Full of glory you rise to the occasion: 
Yes--you are our hero-you are our champion 
Of the ages-victory lives. 
And thus we stand, applauding our ovation. 
See the marble dais--there we shall raise you on. 
But don't forget the almighty pebble 
Which shall bring your opportune ruin. 
For frail Orion's dead by Diana's arrow 
And soon will lie in the nova's rubble 
Dissolving in slow disillusion 
As mocking Apollo passes without sorrow 
Over trampled grasses near 
Your tomb;(as the curtain falls 
Ending the tragic play; and none will remember 
The actor's exalted tear 
Which lands in a crack and calls 
To far etemity)-gone now like an ember. 
For heroes bloom and whisper 
The bitter lore of timeless ages, 
Flavorable, petty ... drops of sweet and sour time 
Whistling into the air: . 
Maddening their circle of sages 
Who wise Nostradamus forgot and charged a dime. 
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Orpheus PeeUe9 
To --
Written on a Saturday night 
Oh Heaven! grant this one brief 
Triumph-for it is as a kiss 
Though that sweetness hangs on the starry reef 
Of the Way-groping for more caress 
In this cascading sing 
Of eternity trapped-oh! oh! 
Heaven! why are you casually surfing 
On this wide globe of the heart's soft glow, 
Vitreous glow?-which but flickers 
As a strobe light-so hesitant 
While riding such flammable wickers-
Clasp just this one, one timeless moment; 
Take it-grasp it-this eternal gaze 
And delight in it for lonely days 
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Silvery steel stirrups reach towards Heaven 
Silvery steel stirrups reach towards Heaven, 
Nimble fingers, a twine like cable, 
Pull the bridge up and over the gaps 
Of human toil; across oblivion, 
As we search for that long lost fable 
Of the crimson breast, which the moon laps 
In silent envy, and cuckoos! fold.-
Savouring the Cherub blossom of the sun 
The azure skies reach for the heights . 
And caverns search for the stars.--We hold 
The cerebral music in our hands, undone 
By the wavering city lights. 
On the dull struts of passionate nature 
Stand two lovers, unclutched, lost, 
They wander the cloaking dirk gullies 
Of the streets, under the looming vulture 
Who waits ... waits upon the girders.--The cost 
Is the lost mistletoe dream (follies). 
1 &'!i in ruckoo clock 
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The rusty red leaves race and scream 
The rusty red leaves race and scream 
Across the concrete, playfully dancing 
Around our feet and entwining our gay toes 
With their stems; their death is our dream 
And our death, their dream, their romancing 
Mystifies us, because only Heaven knows 
A clamouring of bells in the distance 
Pierces our hearts and ears and minds 
Warping their suiting tones around the orb 
Of the moon and we, laying by chance 
Under the Sky, see the earth's rinds 
Falling from the fragmented halo's chord 
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Ulysses 
"Permit me ooyage, love, into your hands . .. " 
-HArt CrAne 
I 
o time has veiled desire in plagued waves of blue, 
Penelope!-dear Love--I fought for passion, 
Walked beside her-freed her-bled her--now I want 
My Love-goddess--But the tyrants' obstruction 
Of vast oceans, storms and deceptive jade hue 
Flaunt my desire--me--Iove's sorry vagrant. 
Vast oceans of lone lakes, low fields and swift foes 
Are upon, in my pysche; advancing their 
Pains: subtle cruel; haphazardly I wrestle 
Them-Poseidon's unversed plotters who ensnare--
Penelope, I long for your hand that sows 
Delight-If I could just find the right vessel. 
Grouped in the thoughtless heavens lie wet stars, 
Cold stellar orbs not in my favour tonight. 
Betrayers of the heart, they are--of passion, 
Penelope! to you I retain my sight 
You are worth all the despot's infringing scars 
Love, your memory is intoxication:--
Could I prorogue the wrathful gods--so I would. 
The journey is so long, long--the cannibals 
Of mine feed on me--suicide--homicide--
Which? But I shall fight like many Hannibals 
Challenging all that oppose us-for your mood 
Your love--Oh-but North, South, East, West: which tide? 
Mimic love songs (fresh clear) enchant me not; though 
They threaten death. Good, kind Aeolus, you, I thank; 
You saw my plight and trapped the god's own tempest 
In a handbag-to Hades (Orpheus) I sank· 
With a sacrifice: blood: but love is to grow, 
Soon dear Penelope, I bridge the abyss. 
Orpheus Poetica 
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Cyclops's eye not of ardor I shall slay-
False dreams and morphine and dream worlds I escape: 
o Athena, my prodigal goddess, lead 
My frailty to Penelope; in your cape 
Bold, new courage will be granted--and the way 
To Penelope-Love--my opiate steed:--
Ino, grant me both eyes and secure passage 
Across miles of rain spattered confusion 
Which are rivers of channelling recesses: 
Poseidon's further charge at my destruction--
Penelope-I know of your assemblage 
And I mail love in nervous distresses--
Intended thoughts that ride tumultuous waves--
Did you get them? The ones that said, '1 love you"? 
Stay your impatience while I grow strong-Time 
Is what I need-Time is what I need you to 
Grant so that I may unshroud ito-hidden graves 
Of my swined men and the witch hold the gods' crime. 
n 
Terrific terrifying marine! 
Caked with debris of drowning ships, 
A guarded tomb of skeleton men, 
Off your surface I see the moon's gleam 
Bright, virgin between continent hips 
That garter which leads me once again. 
The litter caters my cerebrum 
As stunted trees among desolate 
Roads combine in plots of growing weed. 
How heaven arches her golden rum 
To my parched throat and seeks to abate 
My revenge for denying holy plead; 
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I drink slow and forgive the gods of 
Their trespass--then blue lightning shatters 
The storms oceans and I venture forth 
In the cold sea, releasing my dove 
To scout the lone highways of tatters 
Now in my brain--a stale ugly broth 
Full of blood and bone and skin which I 
Perceive tender and order fingers 
To sift away in a triumphant cry 
For your love-but the infringers ... 
m 
The day collapses with the cool rising 
Moon, terraces of starfish hug the beach 
Unarrayed, I move the shells to my ear 
Their estranged cry is coloured warm bleach. 
Dreaming you, J see-J see all, 
A snowy mist and a pageant 
Fog cling, hover about--your call. 
Calypso, god's daughter of destiny, 
Free me, you who I created neon 
On billboards signs and pennants by the road, 
Paid displays which reveal upon 
My sight false loves-weak mimicries--But not 
Penelope's, her whiteness on the grass . 
I see, I grasp it tight in memory; 
For you, dear heart, I take the Mass 
You--J, wrapped in blankets, in bed, 
Mechanical wire links us 
And it is a wonderful shed 
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Transubstantiate the vigorous blood, 
And I taste you--life-Daughter Calypso, 
Wretched nymph, parasite of weaker men 
Why do you strike such a blow? 
o Normandy! you do not equal Troy 
Or a long decade of wandering blue. 
Your sands bleached with slain blood 
Drive me towards my love's hue. 
In dreams, phantasies, our /ips meet; 
I touch your neck, your hair, your cheek 
And thus grows our, the lovers', heat. 
Calypso retains me, but not 
My gaze, always on Penelope. 
For you, I transgress the gods, 
Who plunder strength endlessly. 
Swim, I say-to Chicago the plains 
Fear not Gettysburg or the tides 
For I've seen all; and nothing. 
Slowly, I begin the painful strides. 
Grand illusion touches, coils 
Us into one, I reach for you, 
And my hoped courage grinds, boils. 
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